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 Diablo III is a first-person action RPG that is inspired by Blizzard's Warcraft, StarCraft, and Diablo franchises. Play as one of six unique heroes, each with their own powers, proficiencies, and play styles. Utilize a variety of weapons and items to defeat a range of evil creatures in vast, interconnected environments. Customize and level up your hero to fit your play style. Play solo or take on a friend or
strangers in real-time multiplayer. Player Reviews This game is simply the best game on the planet. The skill level is amazing and the world is fully fleshed out. Game play is the most fluid I have ever seen. The animation is super tight, and the story has great tension. The game plays at the highest level in the genre. Every single class has everything they need. Moreso, this game really shines with use of
the keyboard, with a smart auto-sprint system. I tried WoW, D3, CoD and Company of Heroes, and I could tell, after a few hours, that Diablo 3 is by far the best. The atmosphere is more tense than CoH. I highly recommend this game to any gamer. (Posted on 18 April 2012) ZOMG the gameplay is so well done that it blows my mind. It's almost perfect. In WoW you would be in a giant zone, and you
would start to fill up on quests, run around town, and eventually an encounter would pop up, and then you'd complete the encounter. In Diablo you have to constantly run around looking for new quests, gathering materials, and looking for better gear. A lot of people think that quests are tedious, but as a D3 player, I love the constant, never-ending story. The combat is fluid, but there's one thing that I
hate about this game. The sound is so quiet, and sounds are almost non-existent. The fact that there are no sounds of a mouse clicking, moving an item, or your hero taking damage make this game very lonely. I'm not used to this, and it's the reason why I can't play this game with my girlfriend. My guess is that the only other people who have these problems would be the Asian, hardcore, old WoW

players. The Diablo 3 graphics are amazing. The game looks almost like it is on a console, not on a computer. The best thing about this game is that it does not try to make 520fdb1ae7
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